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Abstract
Distributed Data Mining (DDM) system contain large amount
of private and sensitive data from each local heterogeneous
distributed datasites. These private and sensitive data cannot
be shared to other local data sites or to global level, so privacy
protection of data is required in DDM. To deploy the
protection of data in global and local level, Double-Blind
Key-attribute based Encryption (DBKE) algorithm is
proposed. Proposed DBKE algorithm is evaluated with
Electronic Health Records (EHRs) dataset. At local level,
encryption of key-attribute followed by hashing function is
applied. The encrypted key-attribute is decrypted at global
level. The results are analyzed with state-of-art privacy
preserving approaches: anonymization and randomization.
Keywords: Distributed Data Mining, distributed data-sites,
privacy-preserving,
Key-Attribute
Based
Encryption,
Electronic Health Records.

data is stored in a single geographical location whereas in
distributed environment, data is distributed among local and
global level. PPDDM mainly considers two aspects, guarantee
that sensitive information is not revealed in data manipulation
process (Confidential information is removed from the
original/initial database) and designing more efficient privacypreserving algorithms[2].
Since the data are huge and voluminous, general-purpose
privacy algorithms are ineffective for specific applications.
Research in this area seeks more efficient and reliable privacy
preserving algorithm for specific functions. There are many
variations of applying PPDDM, depending on how the data in
datasite is distributed, type of DM algorithm to be applied,
and amount of sensitive information to be privacypreserved[3]. Inspired by the research work in this area, this
paper proposes a privacy-preserving algorithm for DDM.

INTRODUCTION
Data Mining (DM) is the process of data extraction using
well-known pattern matching techniques. DM technique
includes clustering, regression, rule-association, etc.
Conventional or traditional DM performs computation on
warehouse or database situated at a single geographical
location. Current trend of DM computes data at different
geographical locations termed DDM/CDM (Distributed Data
Mining)/(Collective Data Mining). DDM computes data at
different geographical location, hosting computing units at
each heterogeneous points[1]. In recent years, DDM has
gradually become an important task in decision-making.
Increased usage of DDM in both the sectors has led to face
many issues. Usually the data is very sensitive to privacy
issues. The local data sites of distributed environment wish to
work collaboratively but doesn’t completely trust
neighbouring data sites and global level. Privacy preserving
DDM (PPDDM) is a new research area in DDM that builds
valid DM models and extracts useful patterns without
compromising the confidentiality of sensitive information.
Health-care records, financial transactions, personal profile of
clients are few examples. The main purpose of PPDDM is to
develop new approaches/techniques to modify the original
data without compromising the privacy-preserving part of
sensitive data. There is a necessity to protect the sensitive data
throughout the DM process[2].
Privacy-preserving algorithms designed for centralized DM
cannot be used for DDM because in centralized environment,

Figure 1. DDM – privacy preserving model

Fig 1. depicts privacy preserving model of DDM. At local
level for each distributed data site, on analyzing the sensitive
data privacy preserving algorithm is applied followed by DM
algorithm. The accumulated privacy-preserved data from local
level is merged at global level for final prediction.
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PRIVACY-PRESERVING APPROACHES OF DDM
The second level is privacy preserving approach: confidential
and sensitive information to be communicated is protected
among heterogeneous data sites. Privacy preserving approach
for DDM can be classified into two approaches:
anonymization and randomization approach is shown in fig. 2
based on level of privacy [4].

Anonymization approach
Anonymization technique prevents the disclosure of
critical/sensitive data identity to preserve the privacy. Initial
solution of anonymization approach is de-identification,
removing all critical data prior to spreading the data in
distributed environment. But to identify a particular entity,
certain key attributes are stored in external database in
global/local level of DDM. Anonymization approach
preserves these key attributes by modifying the values of
external database[5].

is difficult to achieve. Again this technique suffers from
similarity attack/homogeneity attack[7].

T-closeness technique
L-diversity technique treats all attributes value same as
sensitive data. In this technique the distance value of sensitive
attribute in its data site and distribution in whole environment
should be within a threshold range. This technique suffers in
calculation of distribution value[8].
On the whole, anonymization technique is scalable and simple
to implement. Any data which is added new to the
environment can be privacy-preserved without starting from
the scratch. Moreover, this technique is prone to attacks like
similarity attack, external database attack, etc[8].

Randomization approach
Randomization approach modifies a part or whole of data to
preserve data privacy. This approach adds random noise to the
original data. This approach is less efficient than
anonymization approach because from the spectral values of
randomized data, original data can be identified. If privacy is
least important and result accuracy is more important, then
randomization approach is suitable[9].

Random noise addition technique
This technique works on by adding random noise to sensitive
attributes to provide data privacy. It works by adding or
multiplying random number to sensitive attributes. This
random number is chosen from probability distribution[10].

Additive noise addition technique
The original data is transformed to a privacy-preserved data
by adding additive noise computed from probability
distribution. Consider D as original data, then
transformed/perturbed data T is obtained by adding random
variable, β (noise) to original data. Thus,

Figure 2. Privacy-preserving approaches of DDM

K-anonymity technique
Each entity must be distinguished by k-1(k – number of
attributes) with other entity in a dataset. Data generalization or
suppression is used to achieve k-anonymity. This technique
consists of some drawbacks. It is very difficult for data
owners of each data site to decide on which key attributes is
available in external database. This technique suffers from
homogeneity attack (same key attributes of each datasite) and
external database attack (knowledge of key attributes of
neighbouring datasite)[6].

T = D + β,
by this technique random data is added to original data to
conceal the sensitive attributes[10].

Multiplicative noise addition technique
The original data is transformed to a privacy-preserved data
by adding multiplicative noise computed from probability
distribution. Consider D as original data, the transformed data
T is obtained by multiplying random variable β(noise) to
T = Dβ,

L-diversity technique
This technique was proposed to solve homogeneity attack of
k-anonymity technique by storing a variety of sensitive key
attributes of each data site instead of single key attribute. But
this technique needs to store unnecessary key attributes and it

by this technique random data is multiplied to original data to
conceal the sensitive attributes of original dataset[10].
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Logarithmic multiplication technique
Privacy-preserved data is obtained by adding a logarithmic
alteration to original dataset. The random variable (noise) is
generated and added to the D, original data. Thus,
Y = log D,
The computed random variable, Y is added to the noise
generated,
T = Y + β,
by this technique random data is added to original data to
conceal the sensitive attributes[10].
On the whole, it is found that there is privacy-leakage on
random noise technique. From the spectral values of
transformed data, random noise can be identified easily to
obtain original data. Establishing a balance between privacy
and accuracy is tedious task. Combined effect of
anonymization and randomization approaches can balance this
trade-off. The proposed work in this paper concentrates on
both randomization and anonymization approaches.

RELATED WORKS - PRIVACY-PRESERVING BASED
APPROACH FOR DDM
Privacy preserving is a critical issue when different data
owners’ exclusively gains access to the knowledge from
heterogeneous data by pattern evaluation techniques but they
inclusively reveal private data to neighbour data sites during
execution. PPDDM success relies on building an efficient DM
model for finding useful and meaningful patterns by
preserving the confidentiality of private data[11]. From the
dimensional levels of PPDDM, DM algorithms are built with
classification, clustering and rule association. PPDDM can be
implemented in two-ways: cryptographic technique and
randomization approach. Randomization approach suffers
from tradeoff between privacy and accuracy but cryptographic
approach provides better accuracy but lacks in data privacy
preservation. PPDDM is particularly applicable in almost all
mining areas namely ensemble methods, rule association
mining, clustering, decision tree and bayesian model[12].
Privacy preserving in Electronic Medical Record (EMR)
mining is on demand in distributed system since
confidentiality of data from several heterogeneous data sites
needs to be preserved. Yan Li et al.[13] (2018) discussed a
ensemble distributed technique for extracting patient data.
Each heterogeneous site will extract the knowledge pattern
from local level data. At global level, final prediction model is
generated from accumulated-local models. Merits of this
proposed novel technique: less communication cost and
computational complexity.
Masooda Modak et al.[14] (2018) discussed horizontal and
vertical data privacy preservation with association rule
mining. Vertically partitioned data uses distributed Apriori Ttree algorithm on vertical partitioned heterogeneous data.
Horizontal partitioned data uses collaborative approach; only
association rule values calculated will be shared to
neighbouring sites. Each distributed site on generation of

association rule will decide whether to reveal its value to
neighbouring sites or not. A controller takes responsibility of
migrating rule values calculated to distributed data sites.
Transfer rate of generated rules is increased and execution
time is 204 seconds, half the time of conventional approach.
Yiannis Kokkinos et al.[15] (2018) discussed ensemble
method privacy preservation by confidence ratio affinity
propagation. Confidence ratio affinity propagation is used for
selecting neural network classifiers by privacy computing. At
local level, ensemble classifier classifies the homogeneous
data. Most suitable confidence ratios are computed between
each 2 data site. Pruning is done after calculating confidence
ratio affinity propagation among classifiers. Time complexity
of O(CE) for C classifiers and E examples is computed for
UCI and KEEL data repository.
Hemanta Kumar Bhuyan et al.[16] (2017) discussed
confidential data security protection in DDM by fuzzy
method. Borel set is used to generate two-fuzzy sets, which
helps in determination of sub-features within certain range.
Proposed approach shows effective performance compared to
conventional methods. Data privacy is maintained.
Experimental implementation depicts reduced computation
time on hepatitis (157 instances), yeast (1484 instances) and
heart disease datasets compared to conventional approaches.
Merits of this proposed technique is privacy preservation of
original data and efficient sub-feature selection.
Feng Zhang et al.[17] (2016) discussed Distributed
Association Rules Mining over homogeneous data along with
data privacy. Proposed method uses commutative encryption
for sensitive data-preserving distributed association rules
mining. A computation protocol by secure division is
developed as core protocol for the same. Proposed approach
reveals increased computation cost and communication cost
compared to conventional approach.
Xinjun Qi et al.[18] (2016) discussed DM privacy preserving
classification by five approaches. Data distribution, itemsets
distortion, DM algorithms, itemsets hiding and confidential
data protection are the five approaches. Other approach
discussed is association rule mining by perturbation, hiding
association rules generated and sharing rules value to
neighbouring distributed homogeneous data sites.
Yanguang Shen et al.[19] (2016) discussed personalized
PPDDM which combines K-anonymity technique along with
decision tree and multi-party secure computations. Initially
less-confidential data are anonymized, used for classifying
data but becomes useless for sharing with other distributed
homogeneous data sites. Multi-party secure computations are
used to share sensitive data to prevent sensitive data leakage.
two-divisions: non-sensitive data and sensitive data are
computed. Non-sensitive data are shared via K-anonymity
technique and sensitive data are shared via multi-party secure
computations. Linking rate is reduced; by removing sensitive
attribute-value pair. Collaborative calculation of information
gain for each attribute is computed assisting in building
decision tree and targeted information is chosen of attribute
with maximum value. Multi-party secure computations are
used to recover attribute of sensitive data. Merits of proposed
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approach depict efficiency and minimum overhead in
communication and cost.
Rebecca N.Wright et al.[20] (2015) discussed four protocols
for DDM. Bayesian network is implemented; dividing a huge
problem into smaller sub-problems for privacy-preserving of
original data. On Bayesian network a secured two-party
computation is applied. Experimental results depict accuracy
and efficiency. A fully distributed k-anonymization model,
privacy preserving learning classification model is
represented.
Xun Yi et al.[21] (2015) discussed confidential data
preserving Distributed Association Rule mining model by
semi-trusted mixer. Data from each heterogeneous data site is
fed to a semi-trusted mixer model which mixes messages and
dispatches result to neighbouring data sites. A strong global

association rule is obtained from the local level distributed
data sites. Two messages per data communication are required
to send and receive via mixer and distributed data site.
Minimized communication cost and storage cost are the
merits of this work.
Though all the above discussed works concentrates on
privacy-preserving of distributed data, privacy-preserving of
universal data like universal EHRs is not done. Privacypreserving DDM works with EHRs concentrates on only
centralized privacy (local level of each datasite) and not on
global level privacy. The proposed PPDDM algorithm
concentrates on both local and global level privacy. Table 1
summarizes privacy-preserving approach of DDM along with
its pros, cons, performance evaluation results and dataset used
for approving the approach.

Table 1. Privacy-preserving approach for DDM
Title

Author

Yan Li
A distributed
ensemble approach for et al.[13]
(2018)
mining health care
data under privacy
constraints

Technique

Pros

Cons

Dataset

Evaluation Result

Ensemble Learning
Adaptive distributed
privacy-preserving
DM by AdaBoost

Communication cost
lesser compared to star
network (untrusted third
party), Complexity is
lesser when new
participator is added

Memory
overhead in
learning other
participator
models

Type 2 – diabetes F-measure of 0.7
Real-time EHRs of average
9948 patients from
top 14 states

Privacy-preserved by
revealing only
association rules
calculated

Accuracy

Supermarket
database

Privacy Preserving
Distributed
Association Rule
Hiding Using Concept
Hierarchy

Masooda
Modak
et al.[14]
(2018)

Distributed
Association Rule
Mining by concept
of hierarchy

Confidence ratio
affinity propagation in
ensemble selection of
neural network
classifiers for
distributed privacy
preserving DM

Yiannis
Kokkinos
et al.[15]
(2018)

Confidence ratio
Time complexity
affinity propagation
is used to select
neural network
classifiers by
privacy computing

Doesn’t consider Datasets from UCI Cost is O(CE) for
per-class
and KEEL data
C classifiers and E
information
repository
examples reduced
than conventional
approaches

Privacy preserving
sub-feature selection
in distributed DM

Hemanta
Kumar
Bhuyan
et al.[16]
(2017)

Sub-feature
selection involves
fuzzy methodology
Borel set generates 2
fuzzy set which
determines subfeature selection

During
developing fuzzy
membership
function outlier
values are
discarded

Privacy-Preserving
Two-Party Distributed
Association Rules
Mining on
Horizontally
Partitioned Data

Feng
Zhang
et al.[17]
(2016)

Computation
Communication and
protocol by secure computation cost
division for privacy
preserving

Classification of
Privacy-preserving
Distributed Data
Mining Protocols

Zhuojia Xu Four dimension
et al.[18] approach for DDM
(2016)
privacy-preserving

Research on the
Personalized Privacy
Preserving Distributed
DM

Yanguang
Shen
et al.[19]
(2016)

Efficient sub-feature
selection approach
and Privacy of original
data

Survey paper

Result accuracy
by certain
loopholes present

Hepatitis
(1527instances)
yeast
(1484instances)
heart disease
(1568instances)
datasets

______

Computation time
reduced than
conventional
approaches

Computation cost
reduced than
conventional
approaches

Survey paper
______

Multi-party secure Efficient and minimum Accuracy of
computations and K- overhead in computation mined data
anonymity
technique with
decision tree
classification
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Time complexity
is 204 secs half
value of
conventional
approaches

______

Adult dataset of U.S Minimum
census data
computation
overhead
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Title

Author

Technique

Pros

Cons

Distributed DM
Protocols for Privacy:
A Review of Some
Recent Results

Rebecca
N.Wright
et al.[20]
(2015)

k-anonymity
algorithm

Survey paper

Survey paper

Xun Yi
Privacy-preserving
distributed association et al.[21]
rule mining via semi- (2015)
trusted mixer

Dataset

______

Semi-trusted mixer,
mixes the messages
and then dispatches
the result to other
distributed data sites

Minimized computation Accuracy of
cost since for each data mined data
communication only 2
messages are sent to and
fro mixer and distributed
data site

PROPOSED
DOUBLE-BLIND
KEY-ATTRIBUTE
BASED ENCRYPTION (DBKE) ALGORITHM
Privacy preserving of local data at heterogeneous distributed
data sites and at global level is crucial for applications like
Electronic Health Records, military information, etc. As
discussed in dimensional level of PPDDM, the proposed
algorithm fits in second dimensional level of PPDDM privacy preserving technique. Each heterogeneous datasite
includes data management engine which depicts 3 phases of
data processing.
1.

Filling missing values

2.

Data selection

3.

Privacy preservation algorithm - Double-Blind Keyattribute based Encryption (DBKE) algorithm

Medical dataset

Evaluation Result

______

Minimized
computation cost
of nearly 50%
compared to
Kantarcioglu
Clifton protocol

is consolidated. Max and min value of SBP and DBP among
the old 20 records along with time recorded of max and min
values and the time data was consolidated is noted.

Filling missing values
At each distributed data sites, the missing values are filled
from the relative data of corresponding entity. For any type
application, there are 2 types of filling missing values.
Filling demographic data and filling application-specific data.
Demographic data includes filling general information.
Example: filling entity age from DOB, etc. Applicationspecific data includes filling application-oriented data[22]. For
medical dataset, clinical results of patient are filled by relative
computation of corresponding data. For example, say in
hypertension dataset if the value of SBP (Systolic Blood
Pressure)/DBP (Diastolic Blood Pressure) for a continuous
range is 121/76, 134/74, 152/78 then the next value is
computed using relative mean as (136/76)[22].

Data selection
In proposed work, the data structure used for storage of
heterogeneous and homogeneous distributed data sites
(horizontally and vertically partitioned data) is multi-linked
list. Consider EHRs dataset, the data storage at local
distributed data site is depicted in fig. 3.
From fig. 3, say, for a patient at each local datasite, if
SBP/DBP value is monitored daily, it leads to huge volume of
data values. To overcome the problem of maintaining history
of records, for every 20 data values of SBP and DBP database

Figure 3. Data Structure representation

Calculation of MAX and MIN of key-attributes
Before explaining DBKE algorithm, consider EHRs dataset,
in fig. 3 SBP and DBP values are stored as multi-linked list
data. From the clinical data, MAX and MIN values of keyattributes are calculated using which clusters are formulated
for mining. For example if SBP value for a single entity
reading is 120,134,115,132,134,121,117,128 then MAX = 134
and MIN = 115. Similarly DBP value reading is
80,79,83,82,82,84,82,80 then MAX = 84 and MIN = 79. At
each heterogeneous distributed datasite, attributes name is
different.
Privacy preservation – Double-Blind Key-attribute based
Encryption (DBKE) Algorithm
The calculated (MAX,MIN) pair is highly-sensitive data
which needs to be protected and kept confidential at local
level of each distributed datasite and during migration of data
from local level of each distributed site to global level for
resultant query. The value of (MAX,MIN) pair of key
attribute is used for mining. The proposed Double-Blind Key-
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attribute based Encryption (DBKE) algorithm at local level of
each heterogeneous distributed datasite employs an encryption
function followed by hashing function. The key used for
encryption function and hashing function of each local
distributed datasite is stored as a secret share between each
heterogeneous distributed local datasite and global level.
Blind function is a service provided by agent to client which
computes function for encrypting the data without revealing
the original data. In proposed algorithm, Double-Blind
technique is followed which computes 2 encryption functions
at local level and 2 decryption functions at global level to
protect sensitive key-attribute data.

D1 – single-level decryption output (Unhashing function).
Double-Blind Key-attribute based Encryption algorithm on
EHRs :
The DBKE algorithm working on EHRs at local level and
global level is discussed in this section. Consider (MAX,MIN)
pair of key-attribute (say, SBP), DBKE algorithm works as
follows,
At local level depicted in fig. 4,
Step 1: Encryption function by symmetric encryption key
Step 2: Hashing function by key-value
At global level depicted in fig. 4,

Processing at local level

Step 3: Unhashing function by reverse decryption

The (MAX,MIN) pair computed data of key-attribute is twice
privacy-preserved with an encryption function and a hashing
function. At first level, the (MAX,MIN) value of key-attribute
is encrypted using symmetric encryption key.

Step 4: decryption function by symmetric decryption key
At local level above discussed, step 1 and step 2 on
(MAX,MIN) pair of SBP takes place. Input data (MAX,MIN)
pair is shown in table 3.

The encryption function is computed as,
Encrypted data, E1 = E (K,I)

Table 3. (MAX,MIN) of SBP

Encrypted data, E1 = E (K,(MAX,MIN))
where I - input data (MAX,MIN) and K - key value.
At second level, hashing function is applied to the encrypted
data, which computes hashing function individually for MAX
and MIN of key-attribute.
Hash function, F(E1) = E1 MOD N
where E1 – Encrypted data and N – key value.
The hashed (encrypted) value of (MAX,MIN) pair obtained is
depicted in table 2.

MAX
120
140

MIN
115
121

134
145
138

120
130
131

Step 1: Encryption function by symmetric encryption key
Encrypted data, E1 = E (K,(MAX,MIN))

Table 2. Hashing Function Explanation
Table 4. Single-encryption by symmetric key encryption
Hash key
E(MAX,MIN)

Hashing function
E1MOD N

Hashing value
Value1

Processing at global level
The Double-Blind encrypted (MAX,MIN) pair migrated from
local level of each distributed datasite is decrypted in reverse.
At first level, unhashing function (Reverse decryption) is
applied on double-blind encrypted (MAX,MIN) data. On
knowing the N, key value used in hashing function, reverse
decryption process is possible which computes the MAX and
MIN value individually. The output of unhashing function is
D1.
At second level, decryption function is applied on the singledecrypted (MAX,MIN) data to obtain the original
(MAX,MIN) pair.
The decryption function,
Input data, I = D (D1,K)

MAX
127

MIN
122

147
141
152
145

128
127
137
138

Step 2: Hashing function by key-value
Hash function, F(E1) = E1 MOD N

The key value K is distributed as a secret share among each
local level and distributed datasites. For each local level
different keys are generated at distributed key management
center and shared secretly only to corresponding local level
and global level.

where, K – key value used for encryption at local level,
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Table 6. Unhashing function on encrypted(MAX,MIN) pair
of SBP

Table 5. Hashing function on (MAX,MIN) pair of SBP
Hashing of MAX
value of SBP

Hashing of MIN
value of SBP

Hash
key

Hashing
function

Hashing Hash
value
Key

Hashing
function

Hashing
value

127

127 MOD 7

1

122

122 MOD 7

3

147

147 MOD 7

0

128

128 MOD 7

2

141

141 MOD 7

1

127

127 MOD 7

1

152

152 MOD 7

5

137

137 MOD 7

4

145

145 MOD 7

5

138

138 MOD 7

5

UnHashing of MAX
UnHashing of MIN
value of SBP
value of SBP
Hashing value Hashing key Hashing value Hashing key
1
127
3
122
0
147
2
128
1
141
1
127
5
152
4
137
5
145
5
138
Step 4: decryption function by symmetric decryption key
Table 7. Decryption function on unhashed (MAX,MIN) pair
of SBP

Step 3: Unhashing function by reverse decryption

Decryption of
MAX value of SBP
Hashing key MAX value
127
120
147
140

At global level, reverse decryption, unhashing function on
double-blind encrypted (MAX,MIN) pair takes place.

141
152
145

Decryption of MIN
value of SBP
Hashing key MIN value
122
115
128
121

134
145
138

127
137
138

120
130
131

Figure 4. Double-Blind Key-attribute based Encryption algorithm

Double-Blind Key-attribute based Encryption algorithm

// second blind encryption

Input:

Hash function, F(E1) = E1 MOD N

(MAX,MIN) pair of each entity

Intermediate results: First-encrypted (MAX,MIN) pair

Output:

F(E1) = (E(K,(MAX,MIN)) MOD N)

Second-encrypted (MAX,MIN) pair

// first blind decryption

First-decrypted (MAX,MIN) pair

Computing unhashing function (reverse decryption)

Second-encrypted (MAX,MIN) pair

// second blind decryption

Second-decrypted (MAX,MIN) pair

Input data, I (MAX,MIN) = D (D1,K)

// first blind encryption
Encrypted data, E1 = E (K,I)

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

E1 = E (K,(MAX,MIN))

Proposed personalized privacy preserving algorithm is
implemented on EHRs dataset openly available real world
dataset from university research websites. The experiments
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were implemented with five distributed local data sites. The
proposed algorithm is implemented in HDFS distributed
environment coded in C# language. Table 8. depicts dataset
description of EHRs used for evaluating the proposed DBKE
algorithm.
Table 8. EHRs Dataset
Distributed
sites
Site 1
Site 2
Site 3

No. of attributes
07 (variable)
09 (variable)
07 (variable)

No. of
records initially
2500 (variable)
8000 (variable)
3000 (variable)

Site 4
Site 5

08 (variable)
10 (variable)

7500 (variable)
5500 (variable)

Fig. 5 depicts accuracy comparison of proposed DBKE
algorithm with the state-of-art privacy preserving approaches.
Proposed DBKE algorithm exhibits more accuracy (99.38%)
compared to other randomization and anonymization
approaches because of combining both randomization and
anonymization approach. Randomization approaches, additive
noise addition (98.23%) and multiplicative noise addition
(99.32%)
exhibits
more
accuracy
value
but
privacy/confidence level is less because original data can be
retrieved on analyzing the spectral values of randomized data.
Anonymization approaches, L-Diversity (97.14%) and TCloseness (96.73%) exhibits less accuracy compared to
randomization approaches but confidence/privacy level is
more than randomization approaches. In conventional
approaches there is some data loss incurred while converting
the original data to protected data.

Performance Evaluation Metrics
Performance of proposed algorithm is analyzed on two
measures: accuracy and confidence level. Accuracy represents
a measure of effective retrieval of EHRs based on user query
under privacy-preservation algorithm. The mathematical
formulation is expressed as,
Accuracy  % 

TP  TN
Total Records

Where TP – True positive, TN – True negative
Confidence level measure how well the original data can be
retrieved from the function-encrypted data. If original value is
estimated to lie in interval [x1,x2], then the interval (x2 – x1)
is the range of privacy at c% confidence[23].

Performance Analysis
Performance analysis of proposed DBKE algorithm is
analyzed with accuracy and confidence level. The proposed
privacy preserving algorithm is evaluated with state-of-art
randomization and anonymization approaches: additive noise
addition[23], multiplicative noise addition[24],L-diversity[25]
and T-Closeness[26].

Figure 6. Confidence level Vs privacy-preserving approaches

Fig. 6 depicts confidence level comparison of proposed
DBKE algorithm with the state-of-art privacy preserving
approaches. Proposed algorithm exhibits more confidence
level (99.40%) compared to randomization and anonymization
approaches because the distribution of original data is
considered in proposed DBKE algorithm. Randomization
approaches, additive noise addition (94.37%) and
multiplicative noise addition (96.21%) exhibits less
confidence level compared to anonymization approaches and
proposed DBKE algorithm. Similarly, anonymization
approaches, L-Diversity (98.37%) and T-Closeness (99.42%)
exhibits higher or equal confidence level compared to
proposed DBKE algorithm but result accuracy is less. In
conventional approaches data distribution at each local
datasite and global level is not considered while converting
the original data to protected data.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, a privacy preserving personalization method
based on encryption and hashing function is proposed.
Experimental implementation on EHRs datasets show that the
DBKE algorithm is effective for privacy preserving DDM.
Performance is evaluated with confidence level and accuracy
Figure 5. Accuracy Vs privacy-preserving approaches
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